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Nepilnykh, of the Boyar Duma.
Venerable Praisod. Saint Symeon of
Montan, Apostle of Western Europe
(297) (see also: March 3) Repose of

Venerable Antony of Optina
Monastery (800) Saints Righteous

Ivan Nepilnykh, of the Boyar Duma.
(see also: July 22) Venerable

Praisod (Priskop), founder of the
Monastery of the Dormition of the

Theotokos in the Volga (7th
century) (see also: August 4) Saint

Evdokim of Zhitomir, prince of
Kostroma (858) Holy Prince Cyril of
Novgorod (1181) Venerable John of

Yakitsa (John the Skilful),
archimandrite and the founder of
the Monastery of the Leningrad
Skillets in Yakutia in the 16th
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century (see also: May 4) Pre-
Schism Western saints Saints

Prisca, mother of St. Martin the
Bishop, Priscilla and Martino his

sons (1st century) Saint Fortunatus
of Ravenna (549) Saint Honoratus,
Bishop of Marseille in Gaul (606)

Saint Ursula of Cologne, Queen of
the Huns (c. 653) Saint Ursula of

Louvain, Queen of the Suebi (c. 8th
century) Saint William of Ruxfleld
(996) Saint Godwin, Abbot of St.

Mary's Abbey in Bury St Edmunds,
near Norwich (1028) Saint Guaimar

II of Salerno (1100) Post-Schism
Orthodox saints New Monk of the

Moscow Cave Monastery,
Wonderworker of Novgorod (
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Subtitle Extractor Switcher VTR GTA In progress: Lockout
Claim story xmovies8 This program is a port of the open

source project "ToX" written in C++ in 2008. The transfer
of files from the MultiYO file format to the AllYO file
format is achieved by a Cascading Dictionary file.

"MultiYO" is the file format used by multiYO. "AllYO" is
the file format used by AllYO. The DB (Cascading

Dictionary) file contains the mapping between the source
file name and the corresponding destination file name.
The dictionary file can be created and edited using a

database program such as PHPMyAdmin. The program
can be run on the server by typing the following

command in the command line (the parameters are
explained below): bin/allyoy.php –create [database-file-

path] [database-file-path] represents the path of the
database file. The default file path

is./data/allyoy/dictionary.txt. The program can also be
run on the client by typing the following command in the

command line: phpAllyoy.php –create [database-file-
path] MultiYO files are distributed in the multiYO folder.
The program creates a DB file with the same name as

the MultiYO file. This DB file is saved to the data
directory, which is specified in the MultiYO file. If the
same file is already created, it is overwritten with the

contents of the MultiYO file. The MultiYO file contains a
list of the files that will be transfered. The program reads
the MultiYO file and creates a DB file and overwrites the
file with the contents of the DB file. In the case of more
than one file, each file is listed in the MultiYO file in the

order of uploading. AllYO files are distributed in the
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allyoy folder. The program reads the AllYO file and
creates a DB file and overwrites the file with the contents
of the DB file. In the case of more than one file, each file

is listed in the AllYO file in the order of uploading.
"phpAllyoy.php" is not an official script of the MultiYO
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